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About This Content

Introducing the newest Knockout League training game, the Heavy Bag! In this new training game, you will target different
areas on the Heavy Bag with vicious combinations of punches as Doug tests your accuracy, speed, power, and endurance. Keep

your workout towel handy, you’ll be working up a sweat!
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Title: Knockout League - Heavy Bag
Genre: Sports
Developer:
Grab Games
Release Date: 5 Oct, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1 or greater

Processor: Intel i5-4590 or AMD FX 8350 equivalent or greater.

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX970, or AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or greater.

Storage: 7 MB available space
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I'm in that .01% for 8k stamina points. woo woo. Great fun, and a new leaderboard for me to climb, but seems like it might
need a *little* work?

Hit detection on targets on the outer edges of the bag seems a little inconsistent. From a gameplay perspective, I get the
reasoning behind the outer edge\/hook double ups, without them you have less variety, but the movement is just super awkward
without something physical to make contact with.
Also finding that hits that require I double up (blue, blue\/ red,red) giving me a 0\/fail on the second hit if I hit too fast in
succession.
. Freaking amazing, such a good workout !. I was able to\\ get in finally. It is a great training game. Now maybe you can make a
focus ball or double end bag workout . The thrill of the fight and Creed rise to glory has a swinging focus ball training workout
in their game.. A lot of boxing games have a heavy bag but this is one of the best ones. Nice add to the fitness lineup. Can't go
wrong.
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